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Успешни проектни предложения 

Препис: 

„Чудесно е, че сте решили да кандидатствате за безвъзмездна финансова помощ. В 

новата програма „Еразъм“ процесът на кандидатстване се променя напълно, така че 

трябва да помислите за плановете си за мобилност за следващите години още преди 

есента и да кандидатствате за акредитация. 

Това не е запечатана книга, но със сигурност трябва да се вземат под внимание много 

неща: 

Има важни основни документи за акредитацията, а също и за самото финансиране. 

Има някои термини и изрази, които трябва да разберете и използвате. И най-важното, 

трябва да намерите правилните аргументи за вашите планове за мобилност и да 

имате ясна визия за управлението на проектите. 

Нека видим какво препоръчват опитни координатори на мобилности:" 

 Chiara Borsini, Italy: Make sure that your Organisation complies with the Erasmus 

quality standards aimed to ensure good mobility experience and learning outcomes 

for all participants. 

 

The four basic principles to respect are the following:  

-  Inclusion and diversity  

-  Environmental sustainability and responsibility 

-  Digital education  

-  Active participation in the network of Erasmus organisations 

 

 Charline Van Osselaer, Belgium: It is important to find a good balance between the 

needs of your own organization and the outlines of the program. Always keep the 

core elements of the Erasmus + program in mind while writing. Test your project 

against these elements and include them to the maximum in your project proposal, 

but stay as concrete as possible and do not lose your individuality. 

Evaluate your ideas and writings with others, eg colleagues.  

 

 Darina Petrunova, Bulgaria: The organization of appropriate work and training 

placements for mobility participants requires that you inquire about the mobility 

participants’ training needs and offer training placements that meet these needs, 
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make certain there is a good fit between the mobility participants’ skills and the 

training programme, and ensure adequate evaluation of trainees’ performance and 

certification of results. High quality work and training placements ensure that you fulfil 

one of the key objectives of a mobility – to provide trainees with the opportunity to 

gain subject- or industry-specific skills and enhance their employability. 

 

 Claudia Amaro, Portugal: Make sure that the aims of the Erasmus Plan of your 

organization, or consortium, are in line with the objectives of the call and that those 

aims are strategic, measurable, achievable and realistic. 

 

 Sabine Roehrig-Mahhou, Germany: Make sure that you meet all the formal criteria, as 

these are the first stage of the selection process before your application is assessed.  

Have you attached important strategic documents and the declaration on honour, 

signed by your legal representative?  

Are your details in the organisation registration system up to date? You need to 

upload and regularly update documents like the Legal Entity and the Financial 

Information Form together with relevant proofs and supporting documents. 

 

В тази част от нашия MOOC ще разгледаме някои формални изисквания, ще осветим 

вашите идеи за проекти, ще помислим за стратегии за интернационализация и ще 

разгледаме 

формуляр за кандидатстване. Да започваме! 


